Intern - Molecular Biology


When you’re part of the team at Thermo Fisher, you’ll do important work. And you’ll have the opportunity for continual growth and learning in a culture that empowers your development. With revenues of $17 billion and the largest investment in R&D in the industry, we give our people the resources and opportunities to make significant contributions to the world.

Thermo Fisher Scientific is seeking a Molecular Biology Intern.

Responsibilities:
• Evaluate sample prep and compare to existing technology
• Use qPCR and Qubit to evaluate purity and yield

Minimum Qualifications:
• Must be enrolled in an accredited university working toward a Bachelors, Masters or PhD in biological sciences or chemistry
• Hands on knowledge of PCR and chromatography

At Thermo Fisher Scientific, each one of our 50,000 extraordinary minds has a unique story to tell. Join us and contribute to our singular mission—enabling our customers to make the world healthier, cleaner and safer.